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Known for its clear problem-solving methodology and its emphasis on design, as well as the quality and quantity of its problem sets, Introduction to Electric Circuits, Ninth Edition by Dorf and Svoboda will help readers to think like
engineers. Abundant design examples, design problems, and the How Can We Check feature illustrate the texts focus on design.
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of using nullors to model electric circuits for computer analysis. He is interested in the way technology affects engineering education and has developed several software packages for use in Sophomore Circuits.
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Description. Known for its clear problem-solving methodology and its emphasis on design, as well as the quality and quantity of its problem sets,
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by Dorf and Svoboda will help readers to think like engineers. Abundant design examples, design problems, and the How Can We Check feature illustrate the texts focus on design.
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Build problem-solving skills for the real world
Revised with even more effective learning features, Dorf and Svoboda’s Seventh Edition of Introduction to Electric Circuits introduces students to circuit analysis, and helps build strong problem-solving skills in a framework that is both engaging and accessible. Known for its practical emphasis
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Introduction to Electric Circuits Dorf and Svoboda's text builds on the strength of previous editions with its emphasis on real-world problems that give students insight.
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Example 5.6-2 (See Example 5,6-2 In The Textbook For The Solution To A Similar Problem.) Svab 582 9 V 14 W

This Circuit Consists Of Two Parts Separated By A Pair Of Terminals. The Part To The Right Of The Terminals Is
Professor Svoboda has written several research papers describing the advantages of using nullors to model electric circuits for computer analysis. He is interested in the way technology affects engineering education.
and has developed several software packages for use in Sophomore Circuits.
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